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Abstract—Information security management is a part of 

information management, whose main task is to determine 
information goals and remove obstacles on the way of achieving 

such goals with providing necessary strategies. Information 

management is responsible to implement and control the 

performance of the organization`s security system while tries to 

keep it up to date. The purpose of information security 
management in an organization is maintaining different sorts of 

resources as software, hardware, information, communication 

and human resources. 

The organization needs an integrated program against threats 

such as unauthorized access to information, environmental risks 
and dangers caused by users. In the present paper, the IT risk in 

an organization was assessed through an intelligent system 

benefiting from fuzzy analysis and certainty factors. As most of 

ambiguity samples have a level of belie, so doubt and the degree 

of membership were calculated as a part of output in the system 
and a better result achieved compared to previous methods. 

 

Index Terms— Risk Assessment, Expert Systems, Certainty 

Factor, Fuzzy Logic 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Fuzzy theory 

During  the past few years, we have witnessed a rapid  

growth in the number and variety of applicat ions of fuzzy  

logic and neural networks, ranging from consumer 

electronics and industrial p rocess control to decision 

support systems and financial trading. Thus, Neuro -Fuzzy  

and soft computing, with their ability to incorporate 

human knowledge and adapt their knowledge base via 

new optimizat ion techniques, are likely to p lay 

increasingly important roles in the conception and design 

of hybrid intelligent systems. 

From conventional AI to computational Intelligence 

Humans usually employ natural language in reasoning 

and drawing conclusions. Conventional AI research 

focuses on an attempt to mimic human intelligent 

behavior by expressing it in language forms or symbolic 

rules. Conventional AI basically manipulates symbols on 

the assumption that such behavior can be stored in 

symbolically structured knowledge bases. This is the so-

called physical symbol system hypothesis. 

Symbolic systems provide a good basis for modeling  

human experts in some narrow problem areas if exp licit  

knowledge is available. Perhaps the most successful 

conventional AI product is the knowledge-based system 

or expert system. 

Calling soft computing constituents ―parts of modern  

AI‖ inevitably depends on personal judgment. It is true 

that today many books on modern AI describe neural 

networks and perhaps other soft computing components. 

 

 

Fig.1. An expert system: one of the most successful AI products.  

 

The long-term goal of AI research is the creation  and 

understanding of machine intelligence. From this 

perspective, soft computing shares the same ult imate goal 

with  AI. Fig.2. is a  schemat ic representation of an 

intelligent system that can sense its environment 

(perceive) and act on its perception (react). An easy 

extension of ES may  also result in the same ideal 

computationally intelligent system sought by soft 

computing researchers. Soft computing is apparently 

evolving under AI influences that sprang from 

cybernetics. 

 

1.2  Fuzzy set theory 

The human brain interprets imprecise and incomplete 

sensory informat ion provided by perceptive organs. 
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Fuzzy set theory provides a systematic calculates to deal 

with such informat ion linguistically, and it perfo rms 

numerical computation by using linguistic labels 

stipulated by membership functions. Moreover, a  

selection of fuzzy if-then rules from the key component 

of a fuzzy  inference system (FIS) that can effectively  

model human expertise in a specific application. 

 

 

Fig. 2. An Intelligent System. 

 

Although the fuzzy inference system has a structured 

knowledge representation in the form of fuzzy  if-then 

rules, it lacks the adaptability to deal with changing 

external environments.  

A classical set is a set with a crisp boundary. For 

example, a classical set A of real numbers greater than 6 

can be expressed as  

A={x | x>6}, 

Where there is a clear, unambiguous boundary 6 such 

that if x is greater than this number, than x belongs to the 

set A; otherwise x does not belong to the set. 

In contrast to a classical set, a fuzzy set, as the name 

implies, is a set without a crisp boundary. Let X be a 

space of objects and x be a generic element of X. A 

classical set A, A⫃X, is defined as a collection of 

elements or objects xϵX, such that each x can either 

belong or not belong to the set A. By defining a 

characteristic function for each element x in X, we can 

represent a classical set A by a set of ordered pairs (x,0) 

or (x,1), which indicates x∉A  or xϵA, respectively. 

Unlike the aforementioned conventional set, a fuzzy  

set [9]. Expresses the degree to which an element belongs 

to a set. Hence the characteristics function of a fuzzy set 

is allowed to have values between 0 and 1, which denotes 

the degree of membership of an element in a given set. 

Fuzzy sets and membership functions  

If X is a collection  of objects denoted generically  by x, 

then a fuzzy set A in X is defined as a set of ordered pairs:  

A= {(x, µA(x)) | xϵ X}, 

Where µA(x) is called the membership function (or 

MF for short) for the fuzzy set A.  

The MF maps each element of X to a membership 

grade (or membership value) between 0 and 1. 

Obviously, the definit ion of a fuzzy set is a simple 

extension of a classical set in which the characteristic 

function is permitted to have any values between 0 and 1. 

If the value of the membership function µA(x) is 

restricted to either 0 or 1, then A is reduced to a classical 

set and µA(x) is the characteristic function of A. For 

clarity, we shall also refer to classical sets as ordinary sets, 

crisp sets, non-fuzzy sets or just sets. 

Usually X is referred to as the universe of d iscourse, or 

simply the universe and it may consist of discrete 

(ordered or non-ordered) objects or continuous space. 

A fuzzy set is uniquely specified by its membership 

function. To describe membership functions more 

specifically, we shall define the non-enclosure used in the 

literature. 

 

1.3  What is expert system 

A computer program designed to model the problem-

solving ability of a human expert 

There are two major trails of an expert we attempt to 

model in our system: the expert’s knowledge and 

reasoning. To accomplish this, the system must have two 

principal modules: a knowledge base and an inference 

engine. This simple v iew of an expert system is 

illustrated in fig.3. 

 

 

Fig. 3.Expert system block diagram 

 

The knowledge base contains highly specialized  

knowledge on the problem area as provided by the expert. 

It includes problem facts, rules, concepts and 

relationships. 

The inference engine is the knowledge processor which  

is modeled after the expert’s reasoning. The engine works 
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with available informat ion on a given problem, coupled 

with the knowledge stored in the knowledge base, to 

draw conclusions or recommendations. How we design 

this engine is the subject of inference techniques .  

 

1.4  Replacement of expert 

Stating that you are developing an expert system to 

replace a human produces ominous overtones. It brings 

forth the same resentful images envisioned by our 

forefathers, as they watched the march of the industrial 

revolution-machine replacing man. Though the potential 

exists, in practice the use of an expert system in p lace of a 

human has played a less foreboding role. 

Some of the principal reasons expert systems are 

developed to replace an expert are: 

 Make available expertise after hours or in other 

locations 

 Automate a routine task requiring an expert. 

 Expert is retiring or leaving. 

 Expert is expensive. 

 Expertise is needed in a hostile environment. 

 

1.5  How are expert systems used? 

Experts perform a generic set of tasks when solving 

certain types of problems such as diagnosis  or planning. 

Regardless of the application area, given the type of 

problem, the expert  collects and reasons with informat ion 

in similar ways. Expert  systems likewise are designed to 

accomplish generic tasks on the basis of the problem type. 

 

1.6  Expert system structure 

Expert systems solve problems using a process that is 

very similar to the methods used by a human expert, 

using a structure shown in fig.5. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Human expert problem solving 
 

 

Fig. 5. Expert system problem solving 

 

Knowledge base: an expert system maintains the 

expert’s domain knowledge in a module known as the 

knowledge base that is a model for the LTM block of fig. 

Working memory: contains the facts about a problem 

that are discovered during a conclusion. The working 

memory is a model for the STM block of fig. 

Inference engine: the expert system models the 

process of human reasoning with a module known as the 

inference engine. 

Explanation facility: a read mark of expert systems is 

their ability to exp lain  their reasoning. Though not shown 

in figure. DOVOM. An expert system has an additional 

module called the explanation facility. Using this facility, 

an expert system can provide an explanation to the user 

about why it is asking question and how it reached some 

conclusion. 

Inference: the interaction between an expert system 

and user is concluding in a natural language style. The 

interaction is also highly interactive and follows closely 

the conversation found between humans. To conduct this 

process in a manner that is acceptable to the user places 

special demands on you when designing the user 

interface. 

The issues of access to information and security and 
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data protection have been the concern of rulers at a  

country level since long years ago and access to national 

and military information sometimes has caused ethnic 

destruction. With development of Informat ion 

Technology and using informat ion as a profitable 

business tool, security information takes new dimensions. 

In today’s world informat ion plays a key role as the 

capital of an organizat ion a data protection is one of the 

most important components in organization survival. 

Economic g lobalizat ion has resulted in worldwide 

competition and a large number of companies have to 

cooperate with other companies in order to have a 

continued presence at global arena. Therefore, 

classification, rating and protecting informat ion resources 

of the organization  (either informat ion systems or 

members of the organization) is highly  essential. 

Information management system is a tool to implement 

and control software and hardware security of an 

information system. 

The probability of a risk event is called with the results 

[2]. The Risk is also defined as "the analysis of the risk of 

loss due to a specific threat against a specific asset in 

relation to  any protective measures is described for 

determining vulnerability." [3].‖  Risk is an inevitable 

activity that is a part of our daily lives. There is no 

universal description of the term ―risk‖, while d ifferent 

specialists give different interpretation of this term. 

One of the most general definit ions is that risk is the 

―combination of the probability of an event and its 

consequence when there is at least the possibility of 

negative consequences [4].‖ Any way to measure, 

manage and reduce risk occurs, Due to the unpredictable 

and uncertain nature of the risk. ―The level of risk 

associated with threats and vulnerability is influenced by 

the likelihood that this event can occur, the security 

measures in place to mitigate the risk and the impact the 

occurrence of this event can have on the institution.‖[5]. 

In the second section - the approach has been presented 

- we described our method which was the use of 

―membership function‖ in phase and ―the degree of 

certainty‖ in expert system, and the level of risk was 

defined for credib ility then three main parameters which 

were effective in risk creation were mentioned. 

In the next  section - experiences - to realize our idea, 

we get the help of several experts in this field in order to 

provide the relevant evidence of the risk event. Then the 

error rate obtained from the difference between the 

response of experts and the proposed hybrid system has 

been calculated by the use of formula (1). 

In section three- Results –The results of experts and 

expert system, fuzzy system, and hybrid system have 

been studied and it was found that the new hybrid system 

acted much closer to what actually has happened. 

 

II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

Crisp values is not always possible; the linguistic 

description of the risk is due to the complex nature of risk 

is effect ively. Considering "think of risk"  must also be 

important. Therefore, we determined the coefficients of 

the fuzzy logic and certainty factor in expert systems for 

risk and will certainly  concept. The mathematics of fuzzy  

sets and fuzzy logic is discussed in detail in many books 

and articles [6, 7 and 8].Today, fuzzy logic is used in 

different sciences such as : Identify quality soccer 

goalkeeper [9], Fuzzy Theory with Uncertainties in  

Geographic Information Systems [10] and even in  

agriculture [11]. 

And there is a lot of works about uncertainties in fuzzy  

logic [12]. 

Our logical model consists of three main sections. (Fig. 

1): 

• Input unit 

• Inference engine 

• Output unit 

 

 

Fig. 6. Conceptual Model of System 

 

The Input Unit: 

Fig.6 illustrates the overall v iew of the system from a 

conceptual point of view Input systems, is based on the 

certainty factor and fuzzy. Based on the perceived risk, 

the potential impact of security measures to reduce risk 

and vulnerability assessment will happen. The input will 

consist of the following three groups of input data. 

Risk Perception (Likelihood): Risk Perception 

describes the likelihood of the risk. The fuzzy set 

described by Table 1 is used to model the likelihood of a 

threat or vulnerability taking place. The linguistic 

variables ―unlikely‖, ―possibly‖ and ―likely‖ are used to 

express the perceived likelihood of risk.  

 
Table 1. FUZZY AND CERTAINTY VALUES FOR RISK PERCEPTION 

Certainty 
Factor 

Numerical  
range  

Linguistic 
Value  

0.4 0-4 Unlikely 

0.6 2-8 Possibly 

0.8 6-10 Likely 

 

This perception (likelihood) can be changed overtime 

based on the frequency of the particular vulnerability. 

Security Measures (Mitigation): The measure of risk 

associated with a threat or vulnerability is affected by the 

efficacy of the mit igation measures in place to combat 
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that threat or vulnerability. The linguistic variables in 

Table 2 are used to measure the level of security. A threat 

with a greater measure of the security has a lower  

Contribution to the certainty of risk. 

 
Table 2. FUZZY AND CERTAINTY VALUES FOR SECURITY MEASURES 

Certainty 

Factor 

Numerical  

range  

Linguistic 

Value  

0.9 0-3 Blow Average 

0.65 2-5 Average 

0.3 4-7 Good 

0.2 6-10 Excellent  

 

Impact Cost: The cost associated with the occurrence 

of a threat or vulnerability has a significant impact  on the 

level of risk associated with the event. The variables in 

Table 3 described the values used to measure the impact. 

The greater the impact cost the greater the contribution to 

the certainty of risk. 

 
Table 3. FUZZY AND CERTAINTY VALUES FOR IMPACT COST 

Certainty 

Factor 

Numerical  

range  

Linguistic 

Value  

0.25 0-4 Low Cost  

0.5 3-7 Moderate Cost  

0.75 6-10 Costly 

 

Due to the number of input fuzzy sets, we have a total 

of 36 laws. After input fuzzy values obtained using the 

coefficient of certainty, the risk assessment will be 

carried out. If you have a rule as follows: 

 

IF e1 AND e2 … AND en THEN h 

Then the certainty factor (CF) Act will come up as 

follows:   

CF[h,e] = min[CF(e1),CF(e2),…,CF(en)]*CF(rule)  

CF (e) is introduction of the certainty factor. 

 

If the number of laws are h igh, and Want to combine 

them to obtain the final coefficients, we use the following 

equation: CF [CF1,CF2] = CF1 + CF2(1 - CF1) 

That CF1 is certainty factor o f rule1 and the CF2 is 

certainty factor of rule2. 

 

III. EXPRIMENT  

In order to assess an expert system design, we compare 

obtained values from 5 individuals. These five persons 

include: a software engineer, a  control engineer and 3 

engineers working in IT security organization. 10 

different test data are given separately as an expert 

system output to five in formed persons. The results are 

shown in table 4.  

 

Table 4. T HE RESULTS OF ALL SYSTEMS 

NO 
Inputs Results(Outputs(CF)) 

Risk Perception Security Measures Impact Cost Hybrid Sys. Fuzzy Sys. Exp. Sys. Exp1 Exp2 Ex3 Exp4 Exp5 

1 1 2 1.5 .225 .2 .225 .175 .15 .175 .15 .05 

2 4 1 3 .2 .2 .2 .175 .15 .075 .025 .075 

3 5 3 4 .4 .5 .4 .1 .25 .1 .1 .35 

4 2 4 3.5 .442 .375 .225 .424 .405 .405 .376 .208 

5 3 1.5 8 .65 .607 .24 .483 .155 .311 .226 .422 

6 6 9 1 .18 .2 .18 .18 .06 .1 .18 .02 

7 7.5 8 4 .278 .2 .14 .226 .311 .154 .172 .246 

8 9 2 8 .675 .8 .585 .525 .075 .225 .075 .45 

9 8 7 6.5 .243 .2 .12 .154 .196 .21 .098 .229 

10 8 1 9.5 .675 .8 .675 .525 .075 .225 .075 .45 

 

In order to find out the percent error of the expert  

system in diagnosis of risk occurrence, the experimental 

inputs of the previous table need to be really tested and 

compared with expert system output values. Regarding 

the real values obtained, the percent error of each input 

data is calculated using the following formula: 

        
|                        |

           
                 (1) 

Where exact value indicates real value and System 

Value is indicator of expert system output. By averaging 

percent errors for all 10 types of data, percent error of 

system and consequently the success rate are obtained. 

We follow the same procedure to obtain the success rate 

of 5 other persons, which its values are given in the 

following table. 

Table 5. EVALUATE THE SUCCESS RATE OF THE SYSTEM 

Type of systems The success rate  

Hybrid system 84 

Fuzzy system 80.3 

Expert system 64.1 

Expert1 54.7 

Expert2 52.6 

Expert3 46.2 

Expert4 37.2 

Expert5 32.2 
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Considering the above values, we can say that the 

success rate of expert system in diagnosing risk using 

hybrid system is considerably good compared to other 

individuals. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the present study a hybrid system based on fuzzy  

reasoning and vague factor has been used in order to 

manage risk phase with respect to factor like vague and 

unexpectedness. The risk assessment phase needs to be 

evaluated continuously and simultaneously with 

emerging new threats. Risk assessment is a necessary 

phase in advancing in any kind of system and related data 

should be tangible in order to establish princip les, 

methods and system reliability factors. The obtained 

results suggest that designed hybrid sys tem can assess 

risk in various input conditions in an acceptable way. 
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